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Abstract

cannot scale to a large number of overlay nodes N , given
that each node has to measure its distance (network delay) to all other nodes. This leads to a network-wide message complexity of O(N 2 ). Other approaches of building
overlay networks abandon the goal of achieving the best
overall performance (in terms of delay) in favor of being
more scalable. For example, one-hop source routing [15]
is scalable but it cannot construct overlay paths that minimize the end-to-end delay. Similarly, Yoid [2] and HMTP
[31] compromise the performance of the overlay multicast
paths in favor of scalability. Fundamentally, overlay networks currently rely on routing protocols that trade scalability for performance, and vice versa.

Traditionally overlay networks perform routing in a way
that mimics the underlying IP routing protocols. In this
paper we propose a new approach to overlay routing that
is based on network coordinates. The core idea is that
routing is performed entirely within the coordinate space
of a network coordinate system. The main benefits of this
approach are that it is scalable to a large number of overlay
nodes with a message complexity of O(N) while providing
routing decisions that are close to optimal in terms of path
delay and error resilience. Furthermore, coordinate based
routing allows the realization of many different overlay
routing schemes and this flexibility makes its suitable for
Furthermore, current overlay networks lack a common
the implementation of a large variety of overlay networks routing framework that enables the deployment of differover a single infrastructure.
ent types of overlay networks over a common infrastructure. This means that a service provider cannot easily
use a single overlay network infrastructure to run multiple
1 Introduction
types of overlay networks or even multiple instances of
the same overlay network. For example, in order to offer
Overlay networks enable the implementation of various two types of service, multicast and improved end-to-end
Internet services, which the current network infrastructure reliability, based on ESM and RON respectively, a service
cannot easily support. For example, application level mul- provider has to maintain one instance of ESM for each
ticast [8, 2, 31, 7] can successfully overcome the hurdles multicast group, and at least one instance of RON. Clearly,
that the deployment of network level multicast faces. For these multiple instances come with additional message
similar reasons, overlay networks have been proposed in and maintenance overhead. In contrast, a common routthe past to provide quality of service [29] and protection ing framework for all types of overlay networks can ease
against denial of service attacks [18]. Furthermore, apart their deployment over the same infrastructure.
from supporting new types of services, overlay networks
In this paper, we propose the use of network coordican considerably improve the performance and the relianate systems for overlay routing in order to overcome the
bility of the current Internet paths [24, 5, 15, 6].
above limitations. Network coordinate systems [21, 10, 9]
Even though overlay networks are capable of supportmap the Internet topology to a synthetic coordinate sysing all these new types of services, little improvements
tem, based on the round trip times between participant
have been made on the underlying principles of routing in
nodes. The distance between the coordinates of two hosts
overlay networks. Most of these networks employ routis a prediction of the actual round trip time between them
ing schemes that simply mimic the routing algorithms of
in the Internet. This is different from geographical coorthe underlying IP network. For example, both RON [5]
dinate systems, which are based on the physical location
and ESM [8] use a link state routing protocol to build
of a host. Network coordinate systems are typically used
their overlay unicast and multicast forwarding paths retoday in order to select a nearby server out of a set of
spectively. This approach of routing within an overlay
replicated servers, or in peer-to-peer networks [11] for the
network comes with a considerable cost: these systems
construction of efficient network structures. In this paper
∗ This work was done while working as an intern at Bell-Labs, Lucent
we further extend the use of network coordinate systems
and we advocate that they can provide a common routing
Technologies
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framework for overlay networks. In essence, we propose
to use network coordinates at the overlay network layer
just like network address are used at the IP layer.
Our proposed coordinate-based routing scheme for
overlay networks has the following three advantages compared to the current routing schemes:

type of application is allowed to define the exact shape of
the trajectory based on its specific needs, i.e. the goals
that it tries to achieve.
This approach of using network coordinates is fundamentally different from the use of coordinates in current applications. So far, network coordinates have been
used to identify the closest node among a large number
of nodes in a scalable fashion. In this paper we advocate that coordinate systems can provide more services
than closest-node selection. They can implement a fullfledged overlay routing system, where the coordinates of
nodes are used to determine the forwarding path through
the overlay network.

• Performance : Our framework allows the formation
of efficient overlay network structures. Our performance evaluation shows that we can achieve a close
to optimal path delay and error resilience.
• Scalability : Our framework scales well to a large
number of overlay nodes and has a network-wide
message complexity of O(N ). At the same time, the
performance of the overlay paths stays independent
of the system size.

2.1 Applications
There has been a wide variety of overlay applications proposed in the past, many of which can alternatively be implemented by using a coordinate-based routing architecture. In the following paragraphs, we first present three
generic types of applications that can be built on top of a
coordinate-based overlay system, and then we explicitly
provide the types of applications that cannot benefit from
such a system.

• Flexibility : Network coordinates allow the implementation of various overlay routing protocols. For
instance, by using the same framework one can implement an ESM [8] and a RON [5] type of service
on top of the same overlay infrastructure.
In this paper, we introduce the overall concept of
coordinate-based overlay routing and then focus on one
specific application of coordinate-based routing: the implementation of an overlay routing scheme that improves
the availability of end-to-end paths. This routing scheme,
the one-hop coordinate-based overlay routing, uses just
one overlay hop in order to overcome failures that appear
at the IP layer. It enables, for example, a VoIP flow to use
an alternate path through the overlay network in case of a
link failure. We also provide the basic ideas on how to implement two other schemes based on network coordinates:
multi-hop and multicast overlay routing.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the fundamental ideas of coordinatebased overlay routing. In Section 3 we present the onehop coordinate-based overlay routing scheme and in Section 4 we evaluate its performance compared to plain IP
and to two other overlay systems [5, 15]. In Section 5 we
extend the idea of coordinate-based overlay routing for
two other purposes: a multi-hop and a multicast routing
system. In Section 6 we present the related work and we
close with our summary in Section 7.

Applications seeking to improve e2e connectivity
Real-time applications, such as VoIP and media streaming, require high connectivity between participating
nodes. Overlay networks have been proposed in the past
in order to improve the Internet end-to-end connectivity
[24, 5, 15, 6], by increasing path reliability and by minimizing path delay. The common idea behind all these systems is the use of overlay nodes as a way to route around
failures that appear on the direct IP path. These systems
strive to achieve one or more of the following goals: i) improve the end-to-end connectivity, ii) minimize the endto-end delay, and iii) scale with the number of overlay
nodes. Unfortunately, none of the currently proposed systems achieves all three goals. Indeed, while the first goal
is achieved by all of them, the rest of the goals are only
partially fulfilled. For example Detour [24] and RON [5]
do not scale for a large number of nodes, while MONET
[6] and one-hop source routing [15] cannot minimize the
end-to-end delay. In contrast, we show that applications
can achieve all three goals when utilizing our proposed
coordinate-based routing system.

2 Coordinate-Based Routing

Applications relying on services from middle-boxes
Other applications make use of overlay nodes as
The core idea of coordinate-based overlay routing is to middle-boxes that implement composable services. For
execute routing decisions within a coordinate space. In example, applications on handheld devices may use
this routing architecture all overlay nodes are assigned to middle-boxes in order to adapt content available on the
certain coordinates, based on their distance to other nodes, Internet to the capabilities of the device [14]. Similarly,
and packets are forwarded from node to node by following VoIP applications with different codecs may use an aua well-defined trajectory in the coordinate space. Each dio transcoding middle-box to set up a communication.
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Yet another example is streaming databases [3, 16] that
use one or more middle-boxes in order to deliver results
from the data sources to the application. All these types of
applications try to achieve the following two goals when
selecting a middle-box: i) minimize the delay on the path
between the server, the middle-box and the client, ii) identify the least loaded middle-box. In many cases, an application wants to balance the trade-off between the two
goals: for instance a middle-box that provides a reasonably short path and is not overloaded. Coordinate-based
routing provides applications with the means of achieving the first goal, i.e. minimize the path delay, in a very
scalable way. To achieve the second goal, an application
can implement additional mechanisms (e.g. to query the Figure 1: Two types of nodes participate in the overlay
load of a small set of middle-boxes that provide short path network: relay and terminal nodes. All nodes compute
delay).
their coordinates based on the RTT measurements.




Applications implementing end system multicast
End system multicast applications [8, 2, 7, 31] are another set of applications that can be implemented on top
of a coordinate-based routing architecture. Application
level multicast seeks to construct an efficient multicast
tree that minimizes the end-to-end delay between participating nodes, by only using end-hosts as relaying nodes.
Very roughly, each node makes peer connections with
other nodes in close distance (in terms of network delay).
The final outcome is a multicast overlay network with either a flat [8, 2, 31] or a hierarchical structure [7]. Clearly,
a coordinate-based routing architectures can assist nodes
in identifying the closest peers. But most significantly, it
provides the means for those type of applications to construct overlay multicast trees in a flexible manner, without being bound to a certain overlay multicast protocol.
Each application can implement its own multicast routing
scheme and choose the most suitable multicast tree construction algorithm.

































our selection algorithm cannot always identify the overlay paths that are shorter than the direct IP path, given
that these paths violate the triangle inequality [10]. The
reason is that nodes, which violate the triangle inequality,
cannot be accurately embedded in the coordinate space.
The coordinate-system therefore cannot reliably identify
overlay paths shorter than the direct IP path. However,
this tension, between Internet triangle inequality violations and accurate embedding of nodes into the coordinate
space, does not affect the ability of our selection algorithm
to identify overlay paths that have network distances very
close to the direct IP paths.

2.2 System Architecture
In the next paragraphs we describe the main properties of
the coordinate-based routing system that are application
agnostic. In later sections, we give the system details for
each specific type of the above applications.

Applications not supported by coordinate routing
There is set of overlay applications that cannot directly benefit from a coordinate-based routing architecture. These are applications whose primary routing goal
can not be mapped to end-to-end delay. For example there
are overlay applications that try to utilize the path with
the maximum available bandwidth or the path that provides the minimum packet loss. Clearly, a coordinatebased system cannot assist these applications in achieving
their primary goal. Note that it may be possible to support
applications which try to achieve more than one goal at
the same time, with one being a short end-to-end delay.
However, in this paper we do not consider these cases, in
order to keep the whole system design simple.
Finally, a coordinate-based routing system is not suitable for applications that seek to achieve an end-to-end
delay that is shorter than the delay provided by the direct IP path. As we show later in the paper (Section 4.2),

2.2.1 Types of Overlay Nodes
In our coordinate-based routing architecture (shown in
Figure 1) we consider two types of nodes that participate
in the overlay network:
• Terminal Nodes: These are all nodes which host applications utilizing the overlay network, and which
do not forward packets for other nodes.
• Relay Nodes: These are all nodes whose main functionality is to forward packets, and which do not generate any application-specific traffic.
A node can, of course, have a dual role and can be a
terminal and relay node at the same time. However, the
distinction between the logical roles of terminal and relay nodes makes the design clearer. It also enables the
3

creation of different configurations for a coordinate-based
overlay network. In one type of configuration, all nodes
implement both the terminal and relay node functionalities. This corresponds to a peer-to-peer network in which
each node can use all other nodes as relay points to reach
a destination. The opposite configuration is an overlay
network with dedicated relay nodes distributed in the core
of the Internet and terminal nodes at the endpoints. This
configuration may be deployed, for example, by a service provider that seeks to build a common infrastructure
for the support of various overlay applications. This infrastructure can then be utilized by a diverse set of customers. For instance, an overlay service provider running a coordinate-based routing system can offer both an
application level multicast service to a video streaming
provider and a reliable end-to-end path service to a VoIP
provider.

2.2.2 Coordinate System Management
All participating relay and terminal nodes need to determine their coordinates in the network coordinate system.
This requires each node to communicate periodically with
a small and fixed number of other nodes participating in
the coordinate system. Our system uses the Vivaldi [10]
algorithm, which computes the network coordinates in a
fully distributed manner. However, our system design is
not bound to just one system of network coordinates, and
thus other systems, such as GNP [21] or PIC [9], can be
used instead of Vivaldi. It is interesting to note that relay
nodes can take over the task of computing the coordinates
for any terminal node that does not have this capability.
Thus, currently deployed applications can take advantage
of this overlay routing architecture without any modifications. For example, one can use this system in order to
improve the end-to-end connectivity of a streaming application, by making the relay nodes compute the coordinates of the streaming server and client, and by providing
the best relay node to the client (e.g. via SIP [23] or RTSP
[25] signaling).
To make a routing decision, a node needs to know
the coordinates of the source node, the destination node
and the potential relay nodes. Given this information,
the node can identify the best forwarding paths for each
application-specific trajectory. The coordinates of the
source node are known. The coordinates of the destination node can be retrieved either by directly contacting the destination or with the use of a coordinate lookup
service. In many cases, the exchange of coordinates between source and destination can be piggy-backed on an
application-level protocol. For example, coordinates can
be exchanged during the SIP signaling for VoIP applications. Finally, the node making the routing decision needs
to know the coordinates of all relevant relay nodes in order to be able to identify overlay forwarding paths. Again,
the way this is achieved is not specific to design of the
coordinate-based routing system. For example, one option is to use multicast for the propagation of the network
coordinates, while another option is to use a gossip type
of flooding protocol. Yet another option is a centralized
lookup service that maintains these coordinates.
Network coordinates may change due to the variation of
network delays. All relay nodes need to be updated with
the new coordinates of the other nodes. The frequency
of these updates depends on the frequency and the degree
of changes in the network coordinates, and the message
overhead that one is willing to accept. For example, if
we assume a network of 5000 relay nodes, a coordinate
system with 10 dimensions, an update frequency of one
hour for each node, and a traffic multiplier factor of two
due to protocol overhead, then each relay node learns the
coordinates of all the other nodes by receiving a traffic

A major difference between relay and terminal nodes is
that the former need to make their coordinates known to
the system. Terminal nodes on the other hand do not need
to make their coordinates public, given that they are not
used by others for forwarding purposes. This characteristic enables terminal nodes to join and leave the system
with a low overhead. Coordinate-based overlay networks
are therefore relatively insensitive to high join and leave
rates of terminal nodes. Relay nodes on the other hand
need to publish their coordinates when joining and invalidate them on leave. This requires explicit join and leave
operations. A configuration that optimizes for tolerance
to high node churn therefore separates terminal and relay nodes. Relay nodes are deployed in the core of the
network, e.g. by an overlay network service provider,
since these nodes typically have more stable characteristics, such as long system uptime, or low variability of network delays. Terminal nodes on the other hand are usually more volatile and benefit from the low join and leave
overhead. Furthermore, the number of terminal nodes can
potentially be orders of magnitude higher than the number
of relay nodes.

Routing decisions can either be made by the terminal
nodes, or by the relay nodes, or even by separate entities,
which we call overlay router nodes. If terminal nodes determine the overlay routes, they need to learn the coordinates of relevant relay nodes. This process may add a
significant overhead to their join operation. However, it
provides the flexibility to the terminal node to implement
its own overlay routing algorithm. Making routing decisions by the relay or the overlay router nodes simplifies
the joining process for terminal nodes and therefore provides better tolerance to high node churn.
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of 9Mbytes per day or 111 bytes/sec, which is negligible.
The update frequency only needs to be high enough to
capture changes in the network. Failed relay nodes can be
detected (and omitted) by terminal nodes. Note that this
traffic only increases linearly as we increase the number
of relay nodes or the frequency of the updates. Finally we
should point out that the coordinates of terminal nodes are
conveyed periodically only during an active session and
only to nodes (relay and terminal ones) that are associated
with the session.
In summary, relay and terminal nodes follow a different
approach in computing and conveying their coordinates.
This design choice is justified by the reduced message
overhead associated with the management of coordinates, Figure 2: Examples of coordinate based routing policies
and is enabled by the functional separation of relay and for one-hop routing in a two-dimensional space. Each polterminal nodes.
icy searches a certain area within the coordinate space.






























2.2.3 Forwarding Path Setup
when the direct IP path is not available. Moreover, applications that require the service of middle-boxes can benefit from one-hop routing, whenever they seek to identify
a short end-to-end path. Furthermore, this routing scheme
can be used as a basic building block for multi-hop routing. Therefore, in this paper we mainly focus on the design and evaluation of one-hop routing schemes and later
(Section 5) we extend this idea to coordinate-based multihop and multicast routing schemes.
Next, we first present the basic scheme for one-hop
routing, named resilient shortest path, that improves the
availability of end-to-end paths. Then, we provide an extension to that scheme, named advanced resilient shortest
path, that improves over the selections of short overlay
paths.

Finally, a terminal node needs to set up the overlay forwarding path that the coordinate-based routing protocol
determines. This can be achieved with any of the current
protocols that supports source routing. For example one
can use either source IP routing, or IP tunneling [26], or
the TURN protocol [22]. Another system that can provide the forwarding mechanisms for our coordinate-based
routing system is I3 [28]. This system comes with the advantage of supporting arbitrary types of communication
between Internet hosts, such as proxy, multicast and anycast forwarding.

3 One-Hop Routing
In this section we introduce the one-hop coordinatebased routing scheme, which is one specific application
of coordinate-based overlay routing. One-hop routing denotes a routing scheme that uses at most one relay node to
route traffic from a source to a destination terminal node,
when the direct IP path between them is not available.
One-hop routing is frequently used in overlay networking
due to its simplicity. Furthermore, an overlay forwarding
path that utilizes multiple relay nodes often provides little additional benefits compared to one-hop routing. It has
been shown that the performance and resilience of end-toend Internet paths can rarely improve by using more than
one overlay hops: Andersen et al [5] found that in 98%
of the cases the overlay path with the shortest delay had
just one hop. In addition, Gummadi at el [15] showed that
using a randomly chosen overlay path of one hop is usually good enough for the identification of working overlay
paths, when the direct IP are not available.
The above results suggest that one-hop overlay routing
is suitable for applications that seek to improve the connectivity of end-to-end paths, by utilizing an overlay path

3.1 Resilient Shortest Path
The design goals of the one-hop overlay routing scheme
are threefold. First, it should be scalable with the number
of participating nodes, both relay and terminal ones. Second, it should be able to provide working overlay paths,
when the direct IP paths between terminal nodes do not
work. Third, it should be able to identify overlay paths
with delays close to the direct IP paths.
The fist goal is achieved by utilizing the network coordinates, which leads to a network-wide message complexity of O(N ). The other two goals are met by utilizing two basic mechanisms. Application-specific events
trigger these mechanisms. For example, applications may
engage them either at the beginning of a new session, or
periodically during a session, or whenever there is a disconnection at the direct IP path, etc. Next, we describe
these two mechanisms.
5

3.1.1 Identifying Short Overlay Paths

By definition, ellipse is the policy that seeks to minimize the delay of the overlay path, and thus it is expected
The first mechanism used by the on-hop routing is for the
to perform the best compared to any other coordinateselection of the relay node capable of providing a short
based routing policy for one-hop routing. In a later section
overlay path, i.e. one that provides network delay between
(Section 4.2) we verify this assertion through simulation.
the source and the destination terminal node close to the
Based on the above we use the ellipse routing policy for
delay of the direct IP path. This is achieved by utilizing
resilient shortest path overlay routing.
only information about the coordinates of relay nodes, as
well as the coordinates of the source and destination node.
One can implement a variety of policies for the selec- 3.1.2 Identifying Working Overlay Paths
tion of the most suitable relay node. The following are
The second mechanism implemented by the one-hop
general examples for selection policies. They do not necoverlay routing is used for the selection of working paths.
essarily all provide a path with minimized delay and may
After identifying the best relay node by utilizing one of
achieve other routing goals. However, they illustrate that
the above policies, the source node tests if the selected
a overlay network developer can pick the most suitable
overlay path is functional, i.e. if the overlay path between
policy out of a set possible policies.
the source node and the relay node, as well as the path
• Source Circle: This routing policy selects as a relay between the relay node and the destination node are func(R) node the one that is at the closest distance to the tional. This can be done by simply trying to transmit data
along the path or by active probing. In case that the oversource (S) node:
S 1 (S) = { R | ∀i kS − Rk ≤ kS − Ri k } lay path does not work, the source node selects the second best node based on the routing policy, and repeats
• Destination Circle: This policy selects as a relay (R) the same procedure. This procedure returns successfully
nodes the one that is at the closest distance to the with the first relay node that can provide a working overdestination (D) node:
lay path.
S 2 (D) = { R | ∀i kD − Rk ≤ kD − Ri k }
It is interesting to point out that there is a possible conflict
between identifying a working overlay path and iden• Middle Circle: This policy selects as a relay (R)
tifying
a short overlay path when the direct IP path does
node the one that is in the closest distance to the midnot
work.
Indeed, it is very possible that the direct IP path
dle point between the source (S) and the destination
and
a
short
overlay path traverse through the same parts
(D) node:
of
the
network,
and thus both of them can be prone to the
3
S (S, D) = { R, M = (S + D)/2 | ∀i
same
set
of
failures.
Thus, one may need to probe more
kM − Rk ≤ kM − Ri k }
than one relay node in order to identify a working path.
• Middle Line: This policy selects as a relay (R) nodes Furthermore, randomly selected relay nodes can be more
the one that is in almost at equal distance both from useful in this case. Our evaluation (Section 4.2) shows
that selecting the first-5 relay nodes based on the ellipse
the source (S) and the destination (D) node:
routing policy yields almost the same resiliency to failures
S 4 (S, D) = { R | ∀i
|kS − Rk − kD − Rk| ≤ |kS − Ri k − kD − Ri k| } as randomly selecting five relay nodes.
• Ellipse: This policy selects as a relay (R) node the
one that minimizes the sum of its distances to the
source (S) and destination (D) node:
S 5 (S, D) = { R | ∀i
kS − Rk + kD − Rk ≤ kS − Ri k + kD − Ri k }

3.2 Advanced Resilient Shortest Path
There are two main issues when using the resilient shortest path routing, described in the previous section. First,
due to the inherent errors in the embedding of nodes into
the coordinate space, it is possible that the first node, selected based on one of the ellipse routing policy, may not
be the best node that achieves the application objective.
Second, in the basic mechanism for identifying a working overlay paths we have assumed that the paths are tried
consecutively, i.e. if the first path does not work the second path is probed, and so on. This strategy adds additional delay to the routing process which may not be tolerable for some applications.
We therefore provide a simple extension to the resilient
shortest path routing, with the dual goal of improving the

Each of this policies defines a certain area in the coordinate space. For example, if we assume a two dimensional
space, then the first policy will select a relay node by
searching within concentric circles centered at the source
node. Figure 2 shows the shapes of the areas for the above
policies in a two dimensional space. Note that the picture
does not show the middle circle policy, given that its area
looks like the area of the source or the destination circle
policies, with the difference of having the center of the
concentric circles at the middle point between source and
destination node.
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• Random: This is an overlay network that selects the
best relay node out of k randomly selected nodes.
The one-hop source routing overlay network [15] is
one possible implementation of such a system.































• Plain IP: This is just the IP network, i.e. it does not
use any overlay nodes in order to improve the roundtrip times and to overcome network failures.



The goal of this evaluation is to answer questions such
as the following: Are the paths selected by the coordinate based system close to the optimal ones? How much
better is the coordinate based system against the random
scheme? How is the effectiveness of the coordinate based
Figure 3: The advanced resilient shortest path routing im- routing affected by the number of relay nodes and the
proves the quality of the overlay path with parallel mea- number of terminal nodes?
surements at the first-k relay nodes selected by the routing
policy.

4.1 Simulation Settings

In order to answer questions such the above we built a
flow-level simulator. For each simulation scenario we select N relay nodes and M terminal nodes. Both types
of nodes are randomly placed in a network topology. We
use two types of topologies: A) IPS-level topologies that
we constructed by using the Rocketfuel data [27], and B)
AS-level topologies that where synthetically generated by
using the BRITE topology generator [1]. The sizes of the
ISP-level topologies are in the order of 100 nodes while
the AS-level topologies are of 18000 nodes. However,
most of the results that we present in this section come
from simulations on AS-level topologies. We show only
these results because they represent the worst-case scenario. The reason is that ISP-level topologies very rarely
violate the triangular inequality (i.e. contain paths that
connect two nodes through a third node with a shorter delay than the direct IP path) and thus the quality of the overlay paths selected by using the coordinates is as good as
using the optimal routing scheme.
We simulate application-generated traffic as sessions
between terminal nodes. The initiation of a new session
follows a Poisson distribution and the duration of a session follows an exponential distribution with a mean of
3.5 minutes. These specific settings simulate VoIP calls
[4]. However, we do not expect that our conclusions are
affected by the exact distribution of the session duration.
While the absolute numbers about the effectiveness of the
one-hop coordinate-based routing shown may change, the
relative numbers should be the same when compared to
the optimal, the random and the plain IP routing schemes.
In addition, we simulate network failures caused by
failures on links that are randomly selected. The duration
of each link failure follows an exponential distribution,
with a mean of 10 minutes. Again, note that the distribution of duration of the link failures does not affect our
conclusions. In the case of a network failure, we assume

quality of the selected overlay paths and of minimizing the
response time in identifying working paths. The main idea
is to perform parallel measurements to the first-k relay
nodes that are selected by the routing policy. In this way,
we are able to identify the best overlay path out of the k
paths selected. Furthermore, given that we probe all of
them at the same, we can minimize the time needed to
identify a working path. The exact number k of parallel
measurements is specific to the application needs.
Figure 3 gives an example that shows how the advanced
scheme for one-hop routing works. We assume that there
are two parallel measurements and that ellipse (S 5 ) is the
policy used in this example. First the source terminal node
identifies the best two relay nodes based on their coordinates. Then it probes both of them in parallel and identifies the one that provides a working overlay path that
has the shortest delay. Note that in this example, the best
node proves to be the one that was selected second by the
ellipse routing policy.

4 Evaluation
In this section we evaluate the effectiveness of the onehop overlay routing in selecting good overlay paths. First,
we evaluate its ability to identify relay nodes that can provide short overlay paths. Second, we evaluate its ability
to identify alternative working paths in the case that the
direct IP path is not functional. Furthermore, we compare
the performance of the one-hop coordinate-based overlay
routing against the following other three routing schemes:
• Optimal: This is an overlay system that can provide
the optimal working paths (in terms of the round-trip
time). One possible implementation of such a system
can be the RON overlay network [5].
7

that the routing tables are not updated instantly and that
there is a period during which all application sessions that
go through the failed link are not functional. The delay of
routing updates follows a distribution similar to the distribution of routing update delays observed in the BGP
system [19].

compute the probability of identifying the shortest overlay path when we selected the first-k relay nodes. Table 1 shows the probability that the overlay node providing the shortest path available is among the overlay nodes
selected based on the one-hop routing as well as the random scheme. The table shows that, for example, selecting
four nodes is enough in order to identify the shortest path
in more than 50% of the cases. In contrast the random
selection performs poorly, given that it cannot identify the
closest node even in 5% of the cases and for the same
number of selected nodes.
Figure 6 shows how the number of relay nodes that
were initially selected for the parallel measurements affects the quality of the selected overlay paths. It provides the average latency for a large number of sessions
initiated between random terminal nodes, which use the
shortest possible overlay path. The optimal scheme always finds the best overlay path, while the random and
the coordinate-based find the best overlay path that is provided by the set of k relay nodes. For reference, we also
plot the average delay of the sessions when they use plain
IP routing. For this particular simulation setting, we see
that the coordinate based scheme can find paths as good as
the optimal scheme with only five parallel measurements.
Interestingly, the random scheme of 10 parallel measurements finds paths worse than the coordinate based scheme
with two parallel measurements.
Given that the average latency may be misleading
sometimes when the variance ranges a lot, we also present
the latency distribution. Figure 5 shows the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) for the delays on the selected
overlay paths for the different routing schemes. We see
that with five selected nodes the coordinate based routing
performs almost as good as the optimal scheme. Moreover, we see that the random selection performs quite
poorly in identifying the shortest paths. For example with
5 selected nodes, the random scheme can identify paths
that are on average around 25 msec longer than the paths
selected by the coordinate based routing scheme. Interestingly, if we use the one-hop coordinate-based routing
with just one node we can achieve shorter delays than the
random scheme of five nodes.

4.2 Simulation Results
In the rest of this section we provide simulation results
with the goal of answering a set of questions, related with
the effectiveness and the scalability of the coordinatebased routing scheme.
4.2.1 Which coordinate-based routing policy performs the best?

In Section 3.1.1 we presented a number of candidate routing policies for the selections of the shortest overlay path,
and we argued that the ellipse is the one that can provide
the best paths. We now provide results that support this
claim (see Figure 4). These results are based on a simulation with 100 relay and 1000 terminal nodes randomly
placed on AS-level topology. It shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the delay on the overlay path
that utilizes the fist selected relay node, for each routing
policy. Note that the figure shows the actual delays of the
paths as they are measured in the topology, and not the
delay taken from the coordinate system. It also shows the
CDF for the delay of the overlay paths selected by the optimal and the random routing scheme.
These results, as well as the results of other simulations
on different topologies and overlay network sizes, suggest
that the best coordinate based routing policy for the onehop routing is the ellipse. Intuitively this can be expected
given that this policy tries to minimize both the distance
to the source and destination. Thus, if the coordinate system can predict the nodes’ distances without errors, then
ellipse routing policy can perform as good as the optimal scheme. Indeed, simulation results on the ISP-level
topologies show that the ellipse performs as good as the
optimal scheme. Unfortunately, for an overlay network
that spans the Internet, the best node determined based
on network coordinates may not always be the best node
in the real topology, due to possible mapping inaccuracies 4.2.3 How does the number of relay and terminal
of the coordinate system. Applications that seek to further
nodes affect the quality of selected paths?
improve the quality of the selected overlay paths can use
the advanced resilient shortest path scheme and perform Intuitively, by increasing the number of relay nodes in the
network there is higher chance that the shortest overlay
parallel measurements to selected relay nodes.
path between two nodes becomes even shorter. On the
other hand, it is not clear if the different routing schemes
4.2.2 How many relay nodes are required for parallel
can capitalize on this fact. Clearly, the optimal routing
measurements?
scheme by definition is able to do so, given that it always
By using the same simulation setting as before (100 relay selects the shortest overlay path. Similarly, the coordinodes, 1000 terminal nodes and AS-level topology) we nate based should be able to find shorter paths, under the
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Figure 4: Network distances for the first relay node se- Figure 5: Network distances of the best overlay path selected, compared to the shortest and a random overlay lected out of the first-k relay nodes, when k is 1, 3 and
path.
5.

Nodes
Coord.
Random

1
18.30
1.03

2
31.80
1.98

3
46.60
2.99

4
59.80
3.96

5
65.20
4.94

6
70.80
6.05

7
75.00
6.93

8
77.50
7.93

9
80.50
9.07

10
83.10
9.89

Table 1: The probability (%) of identifying the best available path, both for coordinate based routing and for random
selection, when the number of selected overlay nodes ranges from 1 to 10. The number of relay nodes is 100.
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assumption that the prediction errors stay the same. In
contrast, the random scheme should not be able to take
advantage of the additional short overlay paths, given that
increasing the number of relay nodes also increases the
number of paths with longer latencies.
Figure 8 shows the average latency for the shortest
overlay paths, under the different routing schemes. The
shortest IP path is also plotted, just for reference. As expected, the optimal overlay routing can identify shorter
paths as the number of relay nodes increases. Interestingly, with 100 relay the average latency of the overlay
paths is higher than the IP paths, but it becomes lower for
300 or more relay nodes. As expected, the figure shows
that the random routing scheme cannot take advantage of
the fact that there are more short paths when the number of
relay nodes increases, because there are more long paths
also. Surprisingly, the coordinate-based routing scheme
cannot capitalize on this fact also, but for a different reason: Adding more relay nodes increases the probability
of introducing a violation of the triangle inequality, which
leads to less accurate predictions based on the coordinates,
and consequently poorer selection of relay nodes. Fortunately, the figure shows that the average latency for the
coordinate-based routing scheme remains the same, independently of the number of relay nodes, which means that
the worst prediction and the larger number of short paths
even out each other.
Figure 9 shows how the different routing schemes scale
with the number of terminal nodes. These results show
that the performance of the different routing schemes is
independent of the number of terminal nodes. Indeed,
the quality of the overlay path between two terminal
nodes should not depend on the presence of other terminal nodes, but only by the presence of the relay nodes.
This is true also for the coordinate-based routing, even
though one may expect that adding more terminal nodes
can also decrease the quality of the prediction. The reason that the coordinate-based routing is not affected is that
terminal nodes are never used for relaying sessions, and
thus adding more violations of the triangle inequality, by
adding more terminal nodes, affects only the prediction
errors for selecting terminal nodes rather than the prediction errors for selecting relay nodes.
4.2.4 Can the coordinate-based routing identify
working paths when the IP path does not work?

shortest overlay paths are also not available. The following simulation results show under which situations this
may happen.
Figure 7 shows the number of failed sessions that appear in a simulation with 1000 terminal nodes and 100
relay nodes, placed randomly on an AS level topology,
when the number of relay nodes that are used to perform
parallel measurements changes. A session is considered
to have failed when it cannot be initiated or if it is disrupted (no end-to-end connectivity) for more than 10 seconds. The figure shows the failures for the three overlay
routing schemes, in reference with the failures that appear
by only using IP routing. Clearly, when only one overlay node is selected (i.e. there are no parallel measurements) the coordinate-based scheme does not perform as
well as the optimal or the random scheme. As explained
previously, this result intuitively is expected. On the
other hand, when the number of parallel measurement increases, for instance to five, the coordinate-based scheme
can identify working paths that are as good as the random scheme, and almost as good as the optimal scheme
(which gives the minimum possible number of failed sessions). Clearly, the figure shows that the coordinate-based
scheme can perform as good as the other too schemes.
Next, we verify if this is true under different simulation
settings.
Figure 10 gives the number of failed flows, when on
average 25, 50 and 100 flows per second are created. The
number of link failures on average was set to 3 failures
per link per year. The figure shows that all schemes perform almost equally well, independent of the number of
generated sessions. They can reduce the number of failed
flows by two thirds. Similarly, Figure 11 gives the number
of failed flows, when varying the average number of link
failures per year. We consider the following three cases:
each link fails on average 3, 6 and 12 per year. Also the
number of flows created is 100 per second. This picture
shows a similar pattern as the previous one. In conclusion, the above results show that the coordinate routing
scheme provides almost the same resilience as the other
two schemes, RON and one-hop source routing.
4.2.5 How does the number of relay and terminal
nodes affect the selection of working paths?

Finally, we would like to answer the question of whether
the effectiveness of the coordinate-based scheme to idenIn this section, we examine if the coordinate-based rout- tify working paths scales with the number of relay and
ing scheme can provide the same resilience for network terminal nodes.
failures as the two other schemes. Intuitively, one may
Figures 12 and 13 show the number of failed sesexpect that it will perform worse under the following ar- sions, when the number of relay nodes and terminal
gument: overlay paths with short delay are likely to share nodes changes. Both figures show that the ability of the
many links with the direct IP path, and thus when the di- coordinate-based scheme, as well as the optimal and ranrect path is not available there is a high probability that the dom one, to identify working paths when the direct IP path
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Figure 14: Examples on multi-hop and multicast relay nodes.
coordinate-based overlay routing.
does not work is independent of the size of the overlay
network. Intuitively, one may expect that adding more relay nodes will increase the probability of finding a working path. On the other hand, given that even the optimal
scheme doesn’t improve with a larger number of relay
nodes, we come to the conclusion that the remaining failures are not recoverable, i.e. are last hop failures.

5 Beyond One-Hop Routing
One can extend the idea of coordinate-based routing beyond the one-hop. The next two sections discuss how to
implement two other routing schemes: a multi-hop and a
multicast coordinate-based routing scheme.

5.1 Multi-Hop Routing
One-hop overlay routing is sufficient to overcome most
failures and to improve the performance of end-to-end
paths. On the other hand, there are applications that can
benefit by utilizing more than one hop. For example overlay networks for anonymous communications [12, 17] require more than one hop in order to implement their functionality. Thus, a multi-hop overlay routing scheme that
seeks to minimize the network delay of end-to-end flows
would be beneficial for such applications1. In general,
applications that require the use of more than one middlebox can improve their performance by utilizing this multihop coordinate-based routing scheme.
The basic idea is to recursively use the one-hop coordinate routing scheme, presented in the previous section,
until the required number of overlay hops is met. We consider the following example. The source node S needs
1 Note, that the anonymity of the sender is not necessarily compromised by routing on an overlay path defined by coordinates, given that
that receiver or a relay node can only identify the rough direction of the
sender.
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to communicate with the destination node D through an
overlay path of three hops. It first runs the one-hop routing
scheme between itself and the destination, which yields
the relay node R1, and an overlay path with one hop
(S − R1 − D). Then it applies the same procedure between itself and node R1, as well as node R1 and the
destination node D, which yields relay nodes R2 and R3
respectively. At this point the source can set up an overlay
path of three hops (A − R2 − R1 − R3 − B). In case that
more nodes are needed it can apply the same procedure in
any subsection of the current overlay path. The upper half
part of Figure 14 shows graphically how the above procedure works for an overlay path with two relay nodes.
Figure 15 gives the delay on the overlay paths when using the above multi-hop coordinate based routing scheme,
with two and three relay hops, and it compares it with
a random multi-hop routing scheme, where each hop is
randomly selected. It shows, that the coordinate based
routing provides considerable improvements over a routing scheme that randomly selects relay nodes, given that it
can identify overlay paths with two and three relay nodes
that are shorter by 75 and 100 msec respectively. While a
thorough evaluation is required, never the less the above
results suggest that the multi-hop scheme shares the main
advantages of the one-hop scheme: it is scalable and it can
identify short overlay paths.

5.2 Multicast Routing
The coordinate-based overlay multicast routing works as
follows: We assume that we have a set of terminal nodes
that want to construct an overlay multicast tree, by utilizing the relay nodes. By applying a well-known clustering
algorithm [13], such as k-means or hierarchical clustering, each nodes is assigned to a certain group. The main
property of the clustering is that nodes that belong to the
same group are close to each other, based on the distances
derived from their coordinates. Furthermore, every group

is allowed to have a maximum number of members, in order to limit the number of connections originating from
the relay node that is going to support the group. Then,
each group computes the coordinates of its centroid and
identifies the relay node that is closest to the centroid
(within the coordinate space). This relay node is elected
as the cluster-head of the group. Consequently, all terminal nodes in each group connect to the cluster-head of the
group.
At this point, all terminal nodes are connected to a certain relay node but the relay nodes are not connected with
each other. Thus, the above procedure is repeated but only
for the cluster-heads, i.e. cluster-heads are assigned to different groups, the centroids for the new groups are computed, and so on. This procedure is repeated until all participating nodes, relay and terminal ones, are connected.
Note that this algorithm can naturally be modified for the
construction of multi-layer multicast trees [7], by creating
a fully connected meshes within each cluster and allowing only cluster-heads to forward traffic to other clusterheads.
The lower half of Figure 14 shows an example case of
an overlay multicast network construction. There are five
terminal nodes that want to set up a multicast session. Furthermore, we assume that each relay node can support at
most three connections for this session. This restriction
implies that the size of each group cannot exceed three
nodes (one relay and two terminal nodes). Thus, the clustering yields 3 groups: two with two terminal nodes and
one with just one node. Then, based on the position of the
centroids, three relay nodes are selected and are connected
with the terminal nodes. By repeating the same procedure
for these three relay nodes, we identify a forth relay node,
which connects with them. At this point the construction
of the multicast tree is over. Note that under a different
restriction for the maximum number of connected nodes
we could have had a different multicast tree. For instance,
if the maximum number of connections allowed by each
relay for this session was five then all the terminal nodes
could have been connected to just one relay node, actually
the one that was selected last in the previous case.

6 Related Work
Detour [24] and RON [5] are overlay systems that can improve the performance and the reliability of end-to-end
paths. Both systems implement routing by utilizing a linkstate like protocol at the application layer. By following
this approach any participating node constantly receives
updates by all the other nodes, which leads to a network
wide message complexity of O(N 2 ). One-hop source
routing [15] seeks only to improve the availability of endto-end paths by following a different approach. When the
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IP path to a destination is not functional, the source randomly selects an overlay node that forwards all the traffic
to the destination. In most cases at least one out of four
randomly chosen overlay nodes can forward the packets
(based on Planet-Lab experiments). Thus, one-hop source
routing can be scalable with the number of participating
nodes, but it cannot identify short overlay paths. In contrast, our scheme has a complexity of O(N ) and can identify short overlay paths at the same time.
Application level multicast [8, 2, 31, 7] has been proposed in the past in order to overcome the hurdles of network level multicast. Again, these overlay systems trade
scalability for performance. For example ESM [8] constructs the optimal multicast tree in terms of network delay, but it cannot scale to a large number of participants,
for the same reason that Detour and RON cannot scale. In
contrast, Yoid [31] or HMTP [31] scale to large groups,
but they cannot compute efficient multicast trees. Finally, NICE [7] seeks a compromise between scalability
and performance by following a hybrid approach. At the
higher level multicast nodes are connected like in ESM
system, while at the lower level nodes are connected like
in Yoid or HMTP. In contrast, our coordinate-based multicast routing system can implement any of the above three
types of overlay multicast systems without compromising
scalability or performance.
Network coordinate systems [21, 10, 9] provide an easy
and scalable way to predict distances between hosts in the
Internet. Coordinate systems are in particular useful to determine the distance between a potentially large number
of hosts where measuring the round trip times between all
hosts would involve prohibitively high costs. The basic
idea of coordinate systems is that each host is assigned
to a certain coordinate in a multidimensional Euclidean
space such that their coordinates map the network distance between any two hosts in the Internet. While our
coordinate-based routing uses network coordinates it differs from the previous work on coordinate systems in the
sense that it extends their application beyond the closest
node selection.
Meridian [30] is a system that provides a set of services
useful for the construction of distributed applications. It
achieves that without using network coordinates, which
makes it more accurate in terms of selecting the most suitable node compared to a coordinate-based system. On the
other hand, Meridian employs active probing between a
moderate number of nodes. Thus, each Meridian lookup
takes an additional delay (in the order of 200msec) that
may be prohibitive for some real-time applications. Most
importantly though, all services provided by Meridian are
restricted by just one geometric shape, i.e. a circle centered in a specific point. Thus, the one-hop or multihop routing based on the ellipse routing policy cannot be
implemented with Meridian. In contrast our coordinate-
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